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Abstract: Clustering is one of the relevant knowledge
engineering methods of data analysis. The clustering method will
automatically directly affect the result dataset. The proposed work
aims at developing an Extended Advanced Method of Clustering
(EAMC) to address numerous types of issues associated to large
and high dimensional dataset. The proposed Extended Advance
Method of clustering will repetitively avoid computational time
between each data cluster object contained by the cluster that
saves execution time in term. For each iteration EAMC needs a
data structure to store data that can be utilized for the next
iteration. We have gained outcomes from the proposed method,
which demonstrates that there is an improvement in effectiveness
and pace of clustering and precision generation, which will
decrease the convolution of computing over the old algorithms
like SOM, HAC, and K-means. This paper includes EAMC and
the investigational outcomes done using academic datasets.
Keywords : convolution of computing, Extended Advanced
Method, high dimensional dataset, HAC, pace of clustering,
precision generation, and SOM.

I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is a practice that reorganizes data objects into
their names of disconnect classes. It’s an unsupervised
learning. The exact answers are not known to the user in the
unsupervised technique, whereas classification technique will
assign classes to set of data objects. Initially for a given
dimensional points in a given set, an operation performed will
give the points difference in a set, we are needed to evaluate
the centers of clusters in a way that, each of the points should
fall within the same cluster, which are similar in points related
to different cluster of dissimilar type. Majority of the
techniques are developed using pattern matching or statically
methods, the goal is to cluster the number of objects of data.
Whereas in Data mining, the focus is to cluster larger datasets
[1,2]. Developing various types of grouping method to the
effect of generation of efficient cluster dynamically and
rapidly for the growing various types of datasets has been an
identical problem and a challenge. Different types of
clustering methods were developed in solving clustering
problems. Some of the mostly employed clustering algorithms
are SOM, HCA and K-Means.
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The basic K-mean Method will calculate each data object
distance with all the centers of k- clusters for each time on
every iteration which is executed, rather it takes large time for
execution especially for high dimensional datasets. in this
method cluster centers are generated arbitrary; it may not
generate the required results. Many efficient of the K-Mean
method relies on the centroid of the cluster. Initial cluster
centroid will mainly rely on number of iterations and the
running time of the K-Mean method. The execution
complexity of the K-Means Method will be larger and won’t
provide quality clusters, when high dimensional datasets are
used in clustering [3]. Kohonen SOM method is used to
reduce or represent high dimensional datasets into lower
dimensional space. This process is of reducing the
dimensional vector a dynamic way of compression technique
used in vector quantization. In added to Kohonen method has
created a network information storage based on topological
relationship with the training data set which is maintained.
The main and interesting aspect in SOMs is to classify the
data automatically without supervision. SOM consist of map
units of neurons, which are having a position which is variant
in dimensional space as well using discrete collection of data
repeatedly and is presented to SOM topology for mapping
from very high dimensional space to two-dimensional data
output vector space. The reduced dimensional vector
provides the property related to SOM, which is made easy for
visualization of data. Each of the SOM are different in
individual related to visualization of data, we should be
careful in concluding the results which are drawn out from the
datasets [4-7].
Network based clustering is either bottom up or top down.
Bottom up methods assumes each of the documents as a single
point of cluster and will merge all the pairs of clusters, such
that all the clusters are merged into a single cluster which will
be contained in single document. Bottom up network
clustering is also called as HAC. In top down clustering, each
of the clusters are spilling into small clusters. The process of
splitting the clusters is done recursively into smaller clusters
of each individually into various documents. This method is
very much sensitive in generating outliers and at times
difficult in identifying the accurate number of clusters from
the Dendrogram. Numerous methods have been proposed
from various literatures by various authors have analyzed
SOM, K-Means & HCA fails when it comes to optimize high
dimensional dataset clustering, because of its complexity and
trends which makes it difficult, when larger dimensions are
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added to the cluster. In the area of research, this type of
problem is called “Dimensionality of Curse”. Our work
mainly deals with problem related to high dimensional
datasets [10,11]. Various type of clustering algorithms was
developed until now, each of the method will address various
requirements and specification. We don’t have a single
method which can address all the concepts of solution the
problems. They lack with some feature of adoptability, which
is a greater challenge by the user in selecting an appropriate
algorithm or method for solving a task. So, cope up with
multiple problem, we propose a new advanced algorithm
name Extended Advanced method of clustering.
II. PROPOSED EXTENDED ADVANCED METHOD
OF CLUSTERING
Self-Organizing Maps is superlative clustering algorithm
among K-means, Hierarchical Agglomerative clustering [12]
as shown by experimental results. SOM project
multidimensional data in reduced dimensional spaces, and
SOM is non-deterministic and can produce different results in
different run. For the shortcomings of the above SOM
algorithm, this paper provides an innovative k-means
clustering algorithm known as Extended Advanced d K-Mean
Clustering Algorithm. The most important concept of the
algorithm is to set two simple records to retain the labels of
cluster and the distance of all the data objects to the nearest
cluster during each iteration that can be used in next iteration.
We calculate the gap between this object and also new cluster
center, if the computed distance is smaller than or adequate to
the gap to the recent center, the object stays in its cluster that
was appointed to in prior iteration. Hence, there is no ought to
calculate the distance from this data object to the other k-1
clustering centers, saving the accessing time to the k-1 cluster
centers [13]. Otherwise, we must calculate the distance to all k
cluster centers and find the closest cluster center. This point is
assigned to the nearest cluster center and then distance to its
center is recorded separately. Because some data points
remain in the original cluster in each iteration, it means that
some parts of the data points will not be calculated, saving a
total distance calculation time, there by increasing the
algorithm’s efficiency.

B. Computational Time
The proposed clustering method will initial the cluster first,
then algorithms time complexity is calculated and stated as
O(nk). Few data points in the original cluster are kept moving
to other nearing clusters. As and if, points remain in the
original cluster are not moved the complexity is O(k) else
O(1). Based on the convergence based on the clustering
methods, the movements of data points within the clusters are
reduced. Based on the constraints, if one half of the points are
moved from the cluster, its time complexity is O(n/2) [14],
Therefore the whole complexity is O(nk). The time
complexity of SOM method will not be known because, it
gives different results on different type of system when it is
run. Hence the proposed method will improve the clustering
speed and will reduce the computational complexity.
C. Experimental Results
We have chosen academic dataset which are taken from the
repository database of machine language for testing the
efficiency of Extended Clustering Method and with the
standardized available methods such as (HAC, SOM and
K-Means). Two experiments of simulation are demonstrating
in showing the performance of the extended Clustering
method in our paper [15,16]. Clustering process is done on
real datasets using WEKA DM tool. We have performed two
experiments and their times of generation are calculated. The
academic datasets are applied as input to clustering
algorithms of standard and the proposed clustering method.
Comparisons are performed with the standard clustering
methods to that of extended clustering method in measuring
the accuracy and time execution on experimental basis. We
have validated using Windows 8 operating system and Java
Programming Language [17]. The proposed paper uses test
datasets of academic activity and which provides a brief
output from the gained experimental results. The
characteristics of the datasets are shown in table 1 and the
results of experiments are shown in figure 2-6.
Table- I: Datasets of Academic Data

DATA SETS

A. Algorithm
The process of the Extended Advanced Method of Clustering
is described as follows’

NO
OF
ATTRIBUTES

ACADEMIC

16

RECORD
COUNT

5508

Table- II: Analysis between traditional (K-Means,
SOM, HAC) and Advanced Method of Clustering
TYPE OF
SOM
K-MEANS HAC
AMC
PARAMETERS
ERROR RATIO

0.828
7

Fig. 1.EAMC algorithm
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0.8357

0.8469

0.376
2
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TIME OF
EXECUTION

298ms

1271ms

1431ms

999ms

Access time

Fast

Slow

Slow

Very
fast

No of clusters

6

6

6

8

Fig.4 . Performance comparison based on Error rate
The above figure shows the performance of proposed
EAMC method in terms of error rate. By executing the
proposed algorithm on academic data, it showed that the error
rate of the proposed algorithm lesser than the traditional
algorithms such as SOM, K-means and HAC. The
experimental results also showed that the execution time and
the number of clusters generated by the proposed algorithm
are better than the other traditional algorithms which are
showed in the following figures.

Fig. 2. Display Data Set According To Class Attributes

Fig. 5. Performance comparison based on Execution time

Fig. 3. visualization of scatter plots
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison based on number of
clusters
III. CONCLUSION
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The SOM method is a cluster algorithm which is used to
cluster large datasets. The paper shows
Advanced method of clustering and analysis will
overcome the standard clustering algorithms like SOM, HAC
and K-Mean. Since the complexity of the standard clustering
methods is very constraining provided that the data points
are assigned to each iteration again which makes the
efficiency of standard clustering methods very poor. Our
work has proposed a method which will simply assigns the
data points to the cluster in an efficient way. Our paper
ensures that the clustering process takes O(nk) time without
changes the clusters accuracy. The results gained from
experiments show that EAMC will improve the
computational time on high dimensional dataset. So
proposed work is much feasible than other standard
clustering methods.
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